ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
As various wireless networks evolve into the next generation to provide better services, a key technology, Wireless Mesh Networks, has emerged recently, which is being adopted as the wireless internetworking solution for the near future. WMN has characteristics such as rapid deployment and self configuration. Unlike traditional wireless networks, WMNs do not rely on any fixed infrastructure, it can be various forms like (i) Client WMN (ii) Infrastructural WMN and (iii) Hybrid WMN. Typical Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) consist of mesh routers and mesh clients [1] . Fixed or static Mesh routers, forms a wireless backbone of the WMNs and interwork with the wired networks to provide multi-hop wireless Internet connectivity to the mesh clients. Mesh clients access the network through mesh routers.
Wireless ISP's are choosing WMNs to offer Internet connectivity, as it allows a fast, easy and inexpensive network deployment. Wireless mesh networks can easily, effectively and wirelessly connect entire cities using inexpensive, existing technology. Traditional networks rely on a small number of wired access points or wireless hotspots to connect users. In a wireless mesh network, the network connection is spread out among dozens or even hundreds of wireless mesh nodes that "talk" to each other to share the network connection across a large area.
The development of this technology has to deal with the challenging security, architecture and protocol design issues. The emergence of new applications of WMN's necessitates the need for strong privacy protection and security mechanisms against attacks. Amongst the several security attacks, intrusion detection has been the most common and challenging attack. Traditionally intrusion detection involved a defensive approach where systems were either dedicated computers like firewalls or host based detection systems aimed at detecting attacks or preventing them. These systems existed as a part of the commercial/in-use networks and used techniques like pattern matching or anomaly detection. Another type of security systems are system integrity checkers, which are, typically host based. The problem that these systems face is that they are running on computers, which are in use on a daily basis. These systems usually have to deal with large number of connections and data transfers which results in huge log files and also makes it difficult to differentiate between normal traffic and intrusion attempts accurately. A proactive approach would be to discover these malware before they cause any damage, or at least, before their damage progresses. Such an approach is a Honeypot technique. A Honeypot is a technique used to trap the attacker by monitoring and analyzing the techniques used by the attacker to a attack a system. Almost any software or packet captured by this Honeypot is malicious, as Honeypot do not run any real software but works as a simulator that pretends to be a real node.
Type of interaction level of honeypots
The level of interaction [2] of Honeypots defines the range of attacks possible through the Honeypot. On the basis of the possible range of attack the Honeypots are categorized into two: a. Low interaction Honeypot b. High interaction Honeypot
Low interaction Honeypots
In low interaction Honeypots there is no operating system that an attacker can operate on. Instead operating system emulators are installed which interacts with the attacker. It offers limited interaction level to the attackers. It will be used to scan the port and generates attack signatures.
High interaction Honeypots
High interaction Honeypots have actual operating system and has tools which motivates the attacker to attack so that their attack strategies can be recorded and later analyzed. As high interaction Honeypot offers 24/7 internet connectivity, it attracts the attackers and to reduce the load of these high interaction Honeypots, only traffic filtered by low interaction Honeypots is passed to them. So high interaction Honeypots basically process the packets sent only by malicious users.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Honeypot is a supplemented active defense system for network security [2, 3] . It traps the hackers by recording all the activities of the hacker and thereby preventing attacks. Researchers have developed several methods and tools for malware sample collection based on honeypot techniques, among them the Nepenthes platform [4] that uses the principle of lowinteraction honeypots: emulates the vulnerable parts of network services to attract and collect malware samples which attempt to infect the host by exploiting these vulnerable services.
Honeypots serve as a learning tool for system administrators and also involved studying issues [3] concerning intrusion detection systems the challenges that these systems faced. Various types of honeypots like: Virtual honeypots [1] that simulate different types of honeypots in a device, Distributed honeypot that consists of an set of honeypot systems in a network in order to trap the attacker with good success ratio. Honeypharm [5] collects and reports the malwares to a centralized repository in order to monitor all malicious activities but this was implemented on Wireless Sensor Network which have energy and power constraints. Honeycomb [6] technique, produces attack signatures automatically by analyzing traffic on a honeypot. This system produces good-quality signatures, it lays more emphasis on analyzing the attacking technique by exploring the signature rather than detecting the attacker. This approach took lot of time to detect attack on quiet nodes whereas it works well at busy nodes. Combination of [7] correlated logs and flow based attack gives high level of performance in detecting worm based attack.
Levine et al. [8] collected and analyzed rootkits manually using high-interaction honeypots. This paper is the first to introduce an automatic malware and other kinds of malware, in an automated manner. In another research, Portokalidis et al. introduce Argos [9] , a containment high-interaction honeypot environment to study malware as well as humangenerated attacks. Another area of research, HoneyBow [10] is based on the integrated honeynet comprising of both high-interaction and low interaction honeypots and has a capability of automatically collecting malware which propagates by exploiting new vulnerabilities. Our research is based upon this technique only but is basically made keeping in mind the Wireless Mesh Network.
PROPOSED WORK
We propose to create a HoneyPharm for trapping the activities of hacker in order to build a more secured WMN. Our proposal is based on a Clustered Honeypot approach where the entire network is divided into clusters. Each cluster consists of at least one Honeynet that comprises of two or more low interaction Honeypots ( i.e. Honey mesh routers). These low interation Honeypot detects the attackers and traps all the activities of attacker. It then sends the attackers information to the high interaction Honeypot that are acting as a Remote Gateway(RG) which is a central place for collecting all the malwares. When the low interaction Honeypots encounters an attack, they activates a trigger on high interaction Honeypots. The high interaction Honeypot analyzes all the activities of the attacker and stores it in a log files. After the analysis, all these files are normalized and stored in a central database in the form of tables from where readable information can be presented in a proper way to the end users.
Preliminaries:
1) We consider a Infrastructural WMN [12] which is divided into several clusters where each cluster consists of a Honeypharm that comprises of two or more low interaction Honeypot acting as a Mesh Router and one or two high interaction Honeypots acting as a Gateway node. 2) There is a central repository in which all data is stored in form of tables. 3) Honeyd which is an open source software is used for creating low interaction Honeypots. Honeyd improves cyber security by providing threat detection and assessment. 4) We also assume that a Social Security Number(SSN) [11] which is used to identify the clients personal details containing his identity information (like name, father's name, address, passport number, blood group, phone number, gender, date of birth, etc.) is maintained globally in all the countries where internet is accessed. It is an entry ticket to access the Internet. So whenever any user wants to access the Internet, he has to first enter his SSN and password on a SSL encrypted page. 5) Any SSN can be used only by a single user i.e. simultaneously two persons cannot use the same SSN number. We propose that whenever a person wants to access our network, he has to enter his SSN number alongwith a password, which should be unique throughout. 6) Entering of SSN and password should be through a secured web page that is SSL encrypted.
Outline Of The Algorithm
We propose to build a integrated honeynet comprising of both low and high interaction honeypots which is a system that manages, reports, and analyzes all distributed Honeypots. First of all, the low interaction Honeypots detects the attackers or malicious code, this will minimize the risk significantly. We propose to use honeyd at low interaction honeypots, as honeyd enables a single host to claim multiple addresses. Its typical work includes port scan identification, generation of attack signature and malware collection. After detecting the attack, these low-interaction Honeypots passes the control to high interaction Honeypots. Our high interaction honeypots comprises of three malware collecting tools: MwWatcher, MwFetcher and MwHunter, all of which implements different malware collection strategies. These high interaction Honeypots captures malware's on their systems and reports about the same to their central repository. This central repository gathers the data from various Honeypot's of various cluster's and analyze them and finally gives a report for the same in a web portal from where it can be viewed (by administrators managing the HoneyPharm or users working in the network). The web portal works in two modes : User mode and Administrator mode. In the Administrator mode, the Administrator's can view the information of security attacks of all clusters but in the User mode, the users can view the information about their cluster only. The individual tools of high interaction Honeypot performs the following task:
• MwWatcher -It has no production activity, it just watches the file system for suspicious activity caused by malware activity by the attacker. The tool is executed on a high-interaction honeypot and exploits a characteristic feature of propagating malware: when some malicious user successfully exploits a vulnerable service and infects the honeypot, the malware sample will automatically transfer its copy to the victim and store it in the file system. Thereafter, the MwWatcher will detect this change of the filesystem and catch a binary copy of the malware sample. Now, this sample is sent to a hidden directory from where it is further collected by another tool called MwFetcher.
• MwFetcher is the second malware collection tool in the toolkit. This tool runs periodically on the host OS, issues a command to shutdown the honeypot OS and generates a listing of all files from the hard disk image of the honeypot system. Then this listing is compared to a file list generated formerly from the clean system. All newly added or modified files are extracted since they could be object of successful infections. The samples collected in the previous step by MwWatcher are also extracted and added with the MwFetcher results. After sample extracting, MwFetcher will activate a restore procedure which reverts the honeypot OS to a clean state.
• MwHunter is the third malware collection tool in the toolkit and it is based on the PE Hunter [15] tool. MwHunter is implemented as a dynamic preprocessor plugin for Snort (an open source network intrusion detection system). MwHunter generates an alert containing a set of five informations (source IP, source port, IP protocol, destination IP, destination port) of the network stream, timestamp, and sha256sum of the captured sample. Along with these five information, we also get attacker's SSN which gives the complete information about the attacker, i.e. his name, address, gender, phone_number etc. This information will be helpful in catching or banning the attacker from further use of network.
ALGORITHM
Step 1. Start honeyd on designated Honeypot in each cluster to trap the malware activities.
Step 2. Let some attacker entered the Internet by entering his SSN and password.
Step 3. If any honeyd detects any malwares, then (i) It redirect the same to designated high interaction Honeypot, alongwith his SSN information.
(ii) At the high interaction Honeypot, MwWatcher detects the changes made to the filesystem where it silently transfers the malware samples to a hidden directory.
(iii) Then, the MwFetcher compares these changes made to the file system with the originals stored. It then records all the added and modified files and restores the system back to original state. (iv) Afterwards, MwHunter generates an alert, comprising of the IP, port, clustered_id and SSN of the attacker, alongwith the sha256sum of samples captured. (This is done to alarm others about the attackers method of attack and identity of attacker. Thereafter, his SSN is banned from further accessing the network).
(v) A copy of all the information given in Step (iv), is also sent to the central repository for further analysis.
(vi) The central repository normalizes these log files and store them to the database.
(vii) After analysis data is sent to a web portal from where it could be presented to the users to give them knowledge about various security attacks going on currently in various cluster's. Else (i)Keep running honeyd and keep checking periodically that it is working properly or not.
Step 4. End Using this hybrid approach, we achieve a number of goals. First, we need to maintain a small number of high interaction Honeypot since the portion of the traffic that will be routed to them is limited. Secondly, the high interaction Honeypots are under strict monitors, so if the honeypot gets infected it will be very soon detected and also recovered . Thirdly, the information about the attacker and attacking techniques is also informed to the normal users, immediately. Also, the low interaction honeypots where honeyd is working, emulates different machines running in the network. So we can map several machines which run on the same operating system.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we gave a novel approach for detecting the attack and understanding the attack technique so that a better security framework could be designed that enables user to work safely in a secured environment. Our technique not only allow us to analyze the attacking technique but also enable us to trap the attacker using his SSN entered at the time of accessing the Internet. In future we will give simulation results of using this approach.
